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Information acc. to § 5 GTA (German Teleservices Act):
roschTECHNIK GmbH
Rohrstraße 6
79877 Friedenweiler – Rötenbach

Represented by:
Markus Rombach, Sven Hala

Person in charge as for contents:
Markus Rombach

Person in charge as for technics:
Torsten Schmieder

Contact:
Telefon: +49 (0) 7654 26 30 61-01
Telefax: +49 (0) 7654 26 30 61-09
E-Mail: info (at) roschtechnik.com

Register Entry:
Entry into the Commercial Register
Registry Court: District Court Freiburg im Breisgau
Register Number: HRB 709039

VAT ID:
VAT idenfication number acc. to § 27a Value Added Tax Act
DE 815 392 756

Legal Disclaimer:
General Remarks
All names, terms, characters and graphics used on this website may be trademarks or brand names owned by their legal proprietors. Exclusively their proprietors own the rights regarding
all mentioned and used trademarks and brand names.
Liability for Contents
Contents of our website was produced with maximum care. However, we cannot take any warranty for the correctness, completeness and currentness of contents. As per § 7, Sec. 1, GTA,
we are responsible, as service provider, for own contents on this website according to general legislation. As per §§ 8 – 10 GTA, we are as service provider, however, not obliged to control
conveyed external information or to search for facts indicating to an illegal activity. Any obligations for removing or rejecting the use of information remain, as per general legislation,
untouched thereof. A corresponding liability is, however, not possible until after having received information on a concrete violation of law. If corresponding violations of law become, in
fact, known we will remove these contents immediately.
Liability for Links
Our range contains links to external third-party websites upon which contents we have not any influence. Therefore, we cannot take any warranty for these external contents either.
Always the respective provider or operator of these websites is solely responsible for contents of the linked websites. At the time of linking, the linked websites were checked for any
possible violations of law. Any illegal contents was not ascertained at the time of linking. A permanent control of contents of linked websites is, however, without any concrete indications
to violation of law, unreasonable. If any violations of law become, in fact, known we will remove such links immediately.
Copyright Law
Contents and works produced by website operators on this website are subject to copyright law valid in Germany. Any copying, reworking, distribution or any kind of use beyond copyright
law are subject to written agreement to be given by the respective author or producer. Downloading and copying this website is only allowed for private use, not for commercial use. As far
as contents of this website was not produced by its operator, it has to be adhered to third parties' copyright laws. Especially contents produced by third parties is correspondingly marked.
If you should, nevertheless, notice any violation of copyright law, please inform us correspondingly. If any violations of law become, in fact, known we will remove such contents
immediately.
Data Protection
In general, it is possible to use our website without stating any personal data. As far as personal data such as name, address or e-mail addresses are gathered on our website this is always
effected, as far as possible, on a voluntary basis. Without your explicit consent, these data are not passed on to third parties. We point out to the fact that there may occur security gaps
when transferring data in the internet, for instance when communicating by e-mail. It is, however, not possible at all to protect data completely from third-party access. It is, herewith,
explicitly disagreed to the use of contact data, published under the legal notice duty, by third parties for sending advertising and informative material being not explicitly requested upon.
However, in case of receiving any unsolicited advertising information such as spam e-mails, the website operators explicitly reserve any rights for taking legal action correspondingly.
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